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examination of citations between papers, it appears that the
modern usage was inspired by von AhnPs 2005 dissertation
titled "Human Computation" [64] and the work leading to
it. That thesis defines the term as:
45a paradigm for utilizing human processing power to
solve problems that computers cannot yet solve.;

Today
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Most other papers using the term do not define it explicitly.
From these definitions, taken together with the body of
work that self-identifies as human computation, a consensus
emerges as to what constitutes human computation:

to design a consistently applicable classification system.
Since we have no particular authority over these definitions,
we will defer to the primary sources wherever possible.
Human Computation

Today

The term human computation was used as early as
1838 [69] in philosophy and psychology literature, as well
as more recently in the context of computer science
theory [62]. However, we are most concerned with its
modern usage. Based on historical trends of its use in
computer science literature (Figure 2) as well as our
examination of citations between papers, it appears that the
modern usage was inspired by von AhnPs 2005 dissertation
titled "Human Computation" [64] and the work leading~455
to
it. That thesis defines the term as:
45a paradigm for utilizing human processing power to
solve problems that computers cannot yet solve.;

~1000

• The problems fit the general paradigm of computation,
and as such might someday be solvable by computers.
• The human participation is directed by the computational
system or process. (This is discussed more below.)
~660

COMPARISON WITH RELATED IDEAS

The definition and criteria above do not include all
technologies by which humans collaborate with the aid of
computers, even though there may be intersections with
related topics. For example, human computation does not
encompass online discussions or creative projects where the
initiative and flow of activity are directed primarily by the
participantsP inspiration, as opposed to a predetermined
plan designed to solve a computational problem.

We further argue that editing Wikipedia articles is
excluded, though the distinction is subtle. An encyclopedia
purist might argue that an online encyclopedia should
contain no creative content and could be interpreted as a
very advanced search engine or information retrieval
system that gathers existing knowledge and formulates it as
prose. Such is the goal of WikipediaPs Yneutral point of
viewZ policy [71]. If realized fully and perfectly, perhaps
Wikipedia might reasonably be considered an example of
Figure 2: Use of the terms "human computation" and
human computation. However, Wikipedia was designed not
"crowdsourcingZ in the computer science literature has been
to
fill theand
placeSocial
of a machine,
but as a collaborative writing
mainly
by Mechanical
Turk
Networks
steadily increasing. Search
results fordriven
the two terms
in the ACM
Guide to the Literature were counted on January 14, 2010 and
project in place of the professional encyclopedia authors of
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may not include all publications from late 2010.
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computation systems that highlights the distinctions and

Taxonomy of
Social Computing
[Quinn and Bederson, CHI 2011]

What are the differences?

Figure 1:
Human computation is a means of solving
CTHCI
— Nur Al-huda Hamdan
computational
problems. Such problems are 4found only
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This paper presents a classification system for human
computation systems that highlights the distinctions and

Data Mining
Spam detection
PageRank algorithm

Figure 1:
Human computation is a means of solving
computational problems. Such problems are found only
occasionally in crowdsourcing and social computing applications.

• Users are not aware of DM, happens in the background
• “Uncreative” interactions
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Collabio
[Bernstein et al., UIST 2009]

Figure 1. The user has guessed several tags for John Smith,
the
tags
that Tags
describe
friend
• Guess
including
band,
ohio
and vegas.
guessedyour
by JohnFs
otherbest
arefor
hidden
by dots until
the user guesses them.
Points
common
tags
•friends
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PhotoCity
[Tuite et al., CHI 2011]

Task: reconstruct the geometry
of buildings from photos
CHI 2011 • Session: Crowdsourcing

• PhotoCity is a competition
between two universities
to get the better model

• The author describe this as
“Game with a purpose”
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PhotoCity
[Tuite et al., CHI 2011]
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are not just of the ‘p

reCaptcha

ION

rth of artificial intelligence research in the
uter scientists have been trying to emulate
capabilities, such as language, visual
nd reasoning. Alan Turing wrote in 1950:

[von Ahn et al., Science 2008]

PhotoCity

behind digital computers may be explained
hat these machines are intended to carry out
ions which could be done by a human
[62] [Tuite et al., CHI 2011]

Collabio

[Bernstein et al., UIST 2009]

cle stands as enduring evidence that the roles
mputation and machine computation have been
ince the earliest days. Even the idea of humans
rs working together in complementary roles
ned in 1960 in Licklider[s sketch of
ter symbiosisR [37]. Only recently have
egun to explore this idea in earnest [21,50,53].
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Figure 1:
Human computation is a means of solving
computational problems. Such problems are found only
occasionally in crowdsourcing and social computing applications.

• Social computing facilitates relatively natural human
•
•

behavior mediated by technology
1403
Crowdsourcing replaces experts with undefined, usually
large groups of people
Collective intelligence: groups of individuals that are
doing things that seem intelligent
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reCaptcha
[von Ahn et al., Science 2008]

• Prove to be human by deciphering text that OCR cannot
• 200 million CAPTCHAs are solved by humans around
the world every day
• Leverage this “processing power”!

CTHCI — Nur Al-huda Hamdan
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[von Ahn et al., Science 2008]

Human Computation

• Von Ahn, 2005
“... a paradigm for utilizing human processing power to solve
problems that computers cannot yet solve”

•

Human as a processor for a larger (computer directed) algorithm

CTHCI — Nur Al-huda Hamdan
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Human Computation
Easy for
Computers
Easy for
Humans

• Von Ahn, 2005
“... a paradigm for utilizing human processing power to solve
problems that computers cannot yet solve”
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In-class Exercise: Mechanical Turk
• Visit http://www.mturk.com/ click “find hits now”
• What kind of jobs are posted there?
• In what manner are they posted?
• How much are they paid?
• How much time do they take?
• What kind of jobs are missing?
CTHCI — Nur Al-huda Hamdan
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The original Mechanical Turk
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VizWiz: Nearly Real-time Answers to Visual Questions
[Bigham et al., 2010]

1. Blind user takes a photo with his
smartphone and formulates a
question

Stage 2
Stage 1

2. Turker has a look at the photo and
listens to question
3. Answer is transmitted back to the
phone and blind user

Outline the Wheaties

Remote Worker on
Mechanical Turk
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VizWiz: Nearly Real-time Answers to Visual Questions
[Bigham et al., 2010]
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the worker population (36%). Similarly, our surveys
show a fairly steady increase in the number of male
workers (Figure 2)—a population changing from one
that is 60% female to one that is more evenly split
between the genders (52% female in Nov. 2009).
Furthermore, the Turker population seems to be getting
younger—the average age has dropped slightly from
32.9 in Nov. 2008 to 31.6 in Nov. 2009, particularly as
[Ross et al., CHI
the percentage of workers 18-24 increases (Figure 3).

Who are the
Crowdworkers?

Comparing these surveys also reveals a change in
Turker annual incomes. Ipeirotis reports a median
annual income in the $25-40,000 range, or even in the
$40-60,000 range in Nov. 2008. He also reports a
relatively small percentage of workers making less than
$10,000 or $15,000 annually (16% and 10% in Mar.
and Nov. 2008, respectively. See [10,11] for details).
In these earlier surveys, Turkers on average had
moderately-high incomes. However, in our more recent
surveys, a larger and larger portion of MTurk workers
report making less than $10,000 annually—indeed,
nearly a third of respondents in Nov. 2009 (see Figure
4). Thus over time, the number of lower-income
workers has increased, along with the number of young
workers, male workers, and Indian workers.

2011]

• Mechanical Turk was launched in 2005
• 400k registered workers in 2010
• 338k Hits this morning
• Average pay per hour: 2$
• Typical worker is well-educated, Indian or
These changing demographics all seem to stem from
the increased global population of Turkers. Indian
workers have consistently been younger than workers
from the U.S., with an average age of around 26-28
years old (compared to 33-35 years old for U.S.
Turkers; see Table 2). Indian workers are also
substantially more likely to be male than U.S. Turkers—
while
around 2/3 of U.S. Turkers media
are female,
2/3group
of
18
computing
Indian Turkers are male. Similarly, Indian workers have

American, and young
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a.set(left.concat([pivot]).concat(right))

TurKit

Figure 4: A parallel quicksort in TurKit using fork
[Little et al., UIST 2010]
and join.
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to generate a UI displaying an image.

our iterative paragraph writing experiments [15], we
CTHCI — Nur Al-huda Hamdan
observed that most improvements involve making the

Iteration 1: Lightening strike in a blue sky near a tree and a building.
Iteration 2: The image depicts a strike of fork lightening, striking a
blue sky over a silhoutted building and trees. (4/5 votes)
Iteration 3: The image depicts a strike of fork lightning, against a
blue sky with a few white clouds over a silhouetted building and
trees. (5/5 votes)
Iteration 4: The image depicts a strike of fork lightning, against a
blue sky- wonderful capture of the nature. (1/5 votes)
Iteration 5: This image shows a large white strike of lightning coming down from a blue sky with the tops of the trees and rooftop
peaking from the bottom. (3/5 votes)
Iteration 6: This image shows a large white strike of lightning coming down from a blue sky with the silhouettes of tops of the trees
and rooftop peeking from the bottom. The sky is a dark blue and
the lightening is a contrasting bright white. The lightening has
many arms of electricity coming off of it. (4/5 votes)

Figure 6: Iterative text improvement of an image.
media computing group
text and seeing other people’s guesses
may be necessary to
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In-class Exercise: Quality Control
• 30% of open ended tasks tend to yield unusable results
• “Lazy” Workers do only the minimum amount required
• “Eager Beavers” might try to do more than your algorithm can
handle

• Exercise: In groups, come up with strategies how one can ensure
quality of the delivered work

CTHCI — Nur Al-huda Hamdan
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Quality Control Mechanisms
• Verify the work: Verification is often easier than the task
• Output agreement: Have multiple workers agree on answer
• Reputation: Mechanical Turk records approval rate
• Economic models: Pay more for honest workers
• Defensive task design: Is it easier to cheat than to be honest?
• Statistical filtering: Discard outliers from an expected distribution
• Multilevel review: One worker reviews the previous stage of work
CTHCI — Nur Al-huda Hamdan
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Soylent

[Bernstein et al., UIST 2010]

•

Word processor with cloud inside

•

Plug-in to MS Word with different modules
• Crowdproof: spelling and grammar checking by asking Mechnical Turk workers
• Shortn: asks workers to suggests ways to shorten a given text
• The Human Macro: any word processing task

•

Embed human computation in an everyday application
• Wizard-of-Oz prototyping as part of running system

•

Achieves complex tasks that would require expert users otherwise

•

Multilevel review: Find-fix-verify pattern
• Splits task into a series of generation and review stages

CTHCI — Nur Al-huda Hamdan
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Problems and Open Questions:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Latency, real-time answers?
Sustainability and reliability?
Ethical questions
Privacy
Ownership
Personalization
Impact on the worker

•

poor compensation

•

no team interaction, no learning from peers

•

no perception of context, pride in work
[O’Neill et al., CHI 2013]
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Using Mechanical Turk for HCI Studies
• E.g. Harrison et al., 2011, Kineticons
asked users to rate meaning of the moving icon

• Mechanical Turk offers the researcher
a large user pool

• Quick and relatively inexpensive
results

• But workers will try to game the system
• Insert verifiable questions before subjective questions to judge the worker’s
honesty (E.g., describe the animation of the icon)

[Kittur et al., 2008; Komarov et al. CHI 2013]

• Make an dishonest answer as hard as an honest one
• Used in design classes for user evaluations

[Dow et al., CHI 2013]

CTHCI — Nur Al-huda Hamdan
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Summary

• Humans can act as processor in Human Computation schemes to solve
algorithms that CPUs will not solve

• Human Computation can solve simple and complex tasks
• Many options for quality control and incentives
• HCI researchers can use Mechanical Turk for their user studies or teaching

CTHCI — Nur Al-huda Hamdan
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